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Abstract—The Internet has been become a global communica-
tion medium that transcends national boundaries. However,few
empirical studies have explored how this network without borders
impacts a nation’s ability to limit access and control over the in-
formation it entrusts to the Internet. In this paper we present our
work addressing one facet of this issue: national information leak-
age. We explore to what degree information is routed outsideof a
country during communications between two internal networks.
Our technique uses trace measurements from multiple vantage
points within a nation to a diverse set of destinations within that
same country. The traces are then mapped to physical locations
using various IP-to-geographic location techniques to determine
what percentage of point-to-point communication routes within a
target country temporarily leave during transit to the final des-
tination. We present measurements of sources within the United
States, Mexico, Germany, Canada and Denmark.

Our results suggest significant information leakage for many
trace sources, including some located in regions with high Inter-
net inter-connectivity. We show that while the behavior of sources
can vary greatly within a country, national-level trends are appar-
ent. Furthermore, the existence of leaking Internet paths is reliant
not only on the geographic location of the source and destination
end-points, but also depends highly on the peering behaviorof the
service providers offering access to these points. We believe our
methodology is a promising approach to determining the degree of
foreign access to a nation’s internal Internet traffic and provides a
basis for exploring the implications of entrusting security sensitive
communications to the Internet.

I. I NTRODUCTION

An increasing amount of security sensitive information is be-
ing entrusted to the Internet. For example, it is not uncommon
for internal governmental, military, and industrial communica-
tions of operations critical data to be disseminated over email.
However, the routing architecture of the Internet is largely ag-
nostic to political boundaries, raising the possibility that point-
to-point communications within an entity, such as a country,
may be “leaked” to a third party during normal Internet oper-
ation. In this paper we study the susceptibility of communi-
cations within a country to viewing by foreign states. Specif-
ically we explore the question - How much Internet commu-
nication between hosts in the same country is routed through
another country? We define information leakage as an entity’s
loss of control over its own data as it is transfered on the In-
ternet. While other interesting scenarios exist, such as third
party access to communications between two countries, or the
purposes of this paper we limit our focus to Internet paths that
have both the source and destination within a single country.

A. Risks of Information Leakage

There are significant security concerns regarding foreign ac-
cess to national traffic. Passive listening enables sensitive com-
munication identification and interception with possible tar-
gets including internal governmental and corporate communi-
cations. Everyday Internet traffic contains information that can
be used to gain unauthorized access to personal user accounts,
provide leverage in a directed scam or facilitate identity theft.
Furthermore, passive analysis of network headers allows fairly
complete reconstruction of network infrastructure topologies
which can aid in targeting. End-to-end encryption, while help-
ful for securing sensitive data is still vulnerable to eventanaly-
sis which can reveal critical Internet resources, communicating
end points, and communication patterns.

The risks are compounded when access is directly along the
path of data-flow (or “on-route”), allowing for redirectionor
modification of traffic. On-route access to traffic can be ex-
ploited to compromise information integrity enabling the mali-
cious destruction or modification of data, including executable
code. Also, this level of access can make source spoofing prac-
tical, allowing a malicious node the ability to assume the iden-
tity of any destination host whose route goes through it. Source
spoofing can be used to take advantage of trust relations by as-
suming the identity of a member inside the trusted group. Even
end-to-end security solutions such as public/private key encryp-
tion may be subject to man in the middle attacks, although this
is largely mitigated through an established certificate authority
with a widely known and distributed public key.

Even if a third party with access to the traffic on-route does
not have malicious intentions, information leakage can be acru-
cial concern because of jurisdictional control. Nations are in-
creasingly using local governance and policy initiatives to dic-
tate admissible content and behavior on the Internet. Similarly,
different nations have developed separate laws governing the
monitoring of data transfered over the Internet. However, as is
commonly understood by the research community and demon-
strated in our work, effective Internet governance cannot eas-
ily partition the Internet along national borders. This issue is
particularly relevant with regard to export control restrictions,
content filtering and censorship.

B. Overview

The goal of our work is threefold:
� to develop and analyze a methodology for estimating how

much of a country’s internal communications are leaked to
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a third party.
� to quantify the degree to which information is leaked for a

limited number of target countries.
� to use this data to explore the root causes of these geo-

graphically circuitous routes.
Within this paper we present a methodology for determining

route information leakage. Our approach makes use of pub-
licly available traceroute servers as sources for trace probes to
destinations selected from advertised BGP prefixes. We use
a well-regarded commercially available IP-to-geographicloca-
tion software package in addition to the parsing of DNS names
to determine the geographic locations of hosts returned from
our traces. All traces and geographic information are stored in
a database and post-processed in aggregate to determine leak-
age properties.

We present results estimating the percentage of routes that
are leaked from sources with the United States, Mexico,
Canada, Denmark and Germany. Measurements were taken
over a two month period and involved over 100,000 traces. Our
data results are compelling not only in that they provide thefirst
quantifiable results on this area, but also because they display
significant leakage, even for sources within highly connected
regions. For example, we show that nearly all routes from
two source within Mexico passed through the United States be-
fore returning to Mexico. Furthermore, a significant number
of sources, even in areas of rich connectivity like Toronto or
Frankfurt, demonstrate leakage of over half of the measured
routes. While recent work indicated that geographic location is
a strong factor in the circuitousness of routes[13], our results
suggest that the peering behavior exhibited by the upstream
provider for the source and destination of a path is a more sig-
nificant consideration than geography in determining whether
the route is likely to leak information.
The main contributions of this paper are:

� to describe a methodology and representative implementa-
tion for estimating the percentage of routes that are leaked
from each IP address in a set of sources to destinations
within the same country.

� to provide experimental results that quantify the route
leakage between source and destination IP addresses
within five target countries: the United States, Mexico,
Canada, Germany and Denmark.

� to provide new insights into the root causes of circuitous
Internet paths that result in leakage.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In sec-
tion 2 we provide relevant background. The methodology we
used to determine route leakage information is presented insec-
tion 3. Section 4 presents the results of our measurements fol-
lowed by a discussion of the results in section 5. We then evalu-
ate several portions of our methodology in section 6. Section 7
covers related work, followed by a discussion of future research
directions in section 8. Finally, we present our conclusions in
section 9.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section we provide a brief overview of the composi-
tion of the Internet and describe some of the high-level factors
influencing route paths.

A. Autonomous System Connectivity

The Internet is comprised of approximately 18,000 individ-
ual networks, each known as an autonomous system (AS) [18].
Typically, each AS represents a unique economic entity, such
as an Internet Service Provider (ISP), a large company or a uni-
versity. These ASs interconnect in order to form the global In-
ternet.

ASs are often divided into different classes depending on the
nature of their connection to other autonomous systems. The
most simple of these classification schemes partitions ASs into
three network sub-types: stub, multi-homed, and transit. Most
networks are either stub or multi-homed, which are simply vari-
ations on the same theme. Stub networks are end-point net-
works that are connected to a single other AS, known as the
upstream Internet Service Provider (ISP). This provider isre-
sponsible for offering the single link of connectivity between
the stub network and the rest of the Internet. As a result, stub
networks do not carry any traffic except that which is either cre-
ated by or addressed to a host on that network. Larger or more
critical end-point networks may choose to have more than one
provider, making them multi-homed.

ISP transit networks make up fewer than 10% of all au-
tonomous systems [15], yet such networks are the critical net-
works that make the Internet a globally connected entity. Stub
and multi-homed networks with limited reachability are the
customers of these larger networks and pay transit providers
to carry traffic to otherwise unreachable networks.

Transit networks themselves vary in size, from small regional
providers operating solely within a single metropolitan area to
large backbone providers with intercontinental networks.Tran-
sit networks are unique in that in addition to carrying traffic
for hosts within that AS, the network carries packets destined
to and from smaller networks who are customers of the transit
provider. A smaller service provider may in turn be the cus-
tomer of a much larger service provider, which transitivelyex-
tends the reach of the customers of the smaller ISP. This eco-
nomic customer-provider relationship is fundamental to under-
standing the nature of routes in today’s Internet.

B. Inter-domain Routing

The path of autonomous system networks that a packet must
follow to reach a given destination is determined using an exte-
rior gateway protocol (EGP), and is tightly coupled to the eco-
nomic relationships among autonomous systems. The de-facto
EGP on the Internet today is the fourth version of the Border
Gateway Protocol (BGP). BGP facilitates the propagation of
reachability information to provide transit networks withthe
ability to route packets toward their destination network.Cen-
tral to the protocol is the notion of an advertised route, in which
an autonomous system informs its neighbors that it will accept
traffic destined to a particular block of IP addresses, knownas
a network block or network prefix. Since networks do not wish
to overload their transit links, providers advertise only the pre-
fixes of their customers who are paying for the transit service.
As a result, highly connected backbone networks will advertise
paths to the many smaller stub networks for which it provides
transit.
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Yet customer-provider connections alone are not enough to
create global connectivity, since a single provider cannotreach
all possible destinations. In addition to customer-provider re-
lationships, networks participate in peering relationships. The
term peering can take on a variety of related connotations within
network connectivity discussions, but in this paper we use it to
refer to an agreement between two ASs to exchange traffic with-
out a fee. When two ASs connect at a peering point, they ex-
change only traffic destined to prefixes advertised by the other
AS, which is referred as a peer. Since no customer-provider re-
lationship exists, BGP prefix advertisements learned from peer-
ing connecections are not forwarded to other autonomous sys-
tems. Peering provides the crucial link between the upstream
providers of the source and the upstream provider of the des-
tination. The portion of the path before peering is known as
the upstream portion, the peering location as the peak, and the
later half of the path as the downstream portion. Traditionally,
peering occurrs at well known Internet Exchanges (IX) points
created specifically for ISPs with routers in a given city to con-
nect to one another and trade traffic. However, in recent years
it has become increasingly common for larger ISPs to form pri-
vate peering relationships in addition to or in replacementof
those formed at IXs.

C. Classifying Autonomous Systems

The largest backbone ISPs make up a highly connected group
of transit networks known as the dense core. The exact make-up
of this group is not strictly defined, but for our purposes we can
assume it contains 20-30 of the largest ISPs whose peering rela-
tionships form a near-clique[15]. This collection of transit ISPs
is a highly connected mesh that ensures connectivity among the
many regional transit networks. As a result, if the two smaller
networks do not peer directly, the traffic often flows to networks
in the dense core where it will almost certainly be able to peer.
Companies within the dense core include Level3, UUnet/MCI,
Verio, Sprint, Global Crossings, Cable & Wireless, France Tele-
com, Teleglobe, Telia and others[15]. These companies are re-
ferred to as tier-1 or top-level service providers because they
often only trade traffic in peering arrangements and thus do not
have an upstream provider. Such companies serve mainly as
upstream providers of smaller transit providers, but also pro-
vide direct Internet access for some small individual customer
networks.

III. M ETHODOLOGY

In this section we describe our approach for measuring the
frequency with which routes are leaked by a sources during
communication with a set of destinations in the same country.
We use aggregate measurements from multiple sources withina
country to estimate the percentage of routes that transit through
a foreign country.

Our process can be broken down into five steps: choos-
ing route sources, choosing route destinations, discovering the
routes using network probes, utilizing IP-to-geo-location soft-
ware for each routing hop, and validating the resulting path
data.

A. Route Source Selection

Our work relied on two primary types of sources, Scriptroute
servers and public, web-based traceroute servers. Scriptroute
is a collection of dispersed computers around the globe, many
belonging to the PlanetLab project, set aside specifically for
network measurement[14]. These machines are hosted largely
at academic sites. For our measurements, Scriptroute accounted
for all American sources, 5 of 11 Canadian sources and 1 of
9 Danish sources. No Scriptroute servers were used in either
Germany or Mexico.

In the US and Canada educational networks are commonly
limited to a single university that is multi-homed with a com-
mercial service provider with an educational provider, like In-
ternet2, used only for routes to other academic or research in-
stitutions. In Europe educational institutions are often singly-
homed on a national research network that ties into a larger Eu-
ropean research network. When necessary we diversified our
pool of sources in a country by making use of publicly avail-
able, web-based traceroute servers. Most of the public servers
we used were posted on traceroute.org[2] or found through sim-
ple web searches.

In some countries the number of available sources was lim-
ited and we utilized every source we could identify that both
worked with automated queries and represented a unique van-
tage point within the set of sources for that nation. Within
countries that offered many potential sources, we limited the
number chosen to allow for the collection and validation of all
trace-paths in a timely manner. When many diverse Scriptroute
vantage points were available, such sources where preferred be-
cause of their uniform trace interface and output format. When
copious sources where available, we selected them in a largely
random fashion, our only guideline being to create a set with
diversity of source network types, ranging from tier-1 networks
to small local service providers. We did so in the hopes of rec-
ognizing any leakage patterns that varied among source type.
We did not preview the behavior of sources to determine what
type of leakage we might expect from them.

While trace studies to map Internet connectivity topology
have been shown to require few sources[19], efforts such as
ours that seek to understand the many paths of information flow
on the Internet require a large number of vantage points to be
effective. This is because each source AS, and potentially even
different locations within a source AS, could produce a different
geographic pattern for information flow. As a result, any aggre-
gate data for an entire nation is inherently tied to the sources
that were selected. For this reason we do not feel it would be
valid to provide a single quantitative value describing a nation’s
information leakage, favoring instead a graphical approach that
allows the recognition of general national-level trends.

B. Route Destination Selection

Classifying properties of routes from a set of sources to des-
tinations within the same country requires the identification of
suitable IP addresses to serve as traceroute targets. To provide
an adequate understanding of the level of information leak-
age, the networks containing these addresses need to be di-
verse enough to be representative of the many different service
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providers within the country - since routing paths are basedon
logical AS-level connectivity - yet small enough that the result-
ing routes can be probed and analyzed in a reasonable time-
frame.

Our selection method combined the use of BGP information
with IP-to-geo-location provided by third-party Quova Geo-
Point software[4]. We first obtained BGP data from an Ore-
gon Routeviews [23] server for the arbitrarily selected date of
7/1/2004. The Routeviews server at the Oregon IX maintains
multi-hop eBGP sessions with 44 peering BGP-speakers lo-
cated in large transit networks dispersed across the globe.This
data contained over 98,686 unique network blocks. Because of
aggregation, we cannot be sure how well the nearly 100,000
unique prefixes obtained from BGP cover the actual routable
address space, but we can ascertain that a significant amountof
route specificity is lost either by missing or aggregated prefixes
as core routers normally have close to 150,000 prefixes [18].

Since network blocks represent segments of IP space that are
individually routed, they provide a means of identifying plau-
sibly different geographic endpoints within a country. As are-
sult, we chose to have the first valid IP address in each prefix
represent a possible trace endpoint with equal probability. It
should be noted that since there are more routes to ASs that an-
nounce more prefixes, the resulting data displaying a percent-
age of routes leaked will be weighed more heavily by desti-
nations in such autonomous systems. However, such a design
choice was logical given that our initial goals seek only to un-
derstand information leakage and not to provide actual dataon
the amount of traffic leaked (see 3.F).

We queried GeoPoint for each of the advertised BGP pre-
fixes, assigning the network blocks to a candidate pool of poten-
tial trace destinations for the country returned by geo-location.
Our implementation removes networks with less than 256 IP
addresses to reduce the impact of ASs that advertise many small
prefixes. If the number of destination networks was too largeto
be handled by our tracing infrastructure in a timely manner,we
selected a subset of the total prefixes. To do this, we first esti-
mated the maximum number of traces our infrastructure and
validation process could support in a reasonable time-frame,
considering our limitations of public traceroute servers and the
human validation of leaked routes. We then ordered the pre-
fixes within the candidate pool numerically by IP address, and
selected every

�
th entry, such that the value of

�
yielded our

desired number of destination addresses. This method guar-
anteed us diversity among destinations within the IP address
space.

There also existed the potential for false geo-location of end-
host networks, especially those located near a border and within
an IP block from a network provider in a different country.
Since IP-to-geo-location partially relies on Internet registry in-
formation to determine the country of a network, it is possi-
ble that the software may have placed such a network in the
wrong country and thus eliminated a potential destination that
may have been highly likely to leak data. While we have no
means of quantifying such error we have found the geo-location
of end-host networks to be highly accurate with GeoPoint and
do not believe that such cases introduced significant error.

C. Discovering Route Paths

Traceroutes, run either with Scriptroute or public servers,
provided the hop-level routing paths used in our analysis. Using
traceroutes for path discovery is an imperfect mechanism for
several well-documented reasons [7]. The use of public tracer-
oute servers greatly limited the packet types available fortrac-
ing, normally only running a standard Unix traceroute on input
limited to the IP address. While this does not allow us to evade
the common edge routers practice of blocking default incom-
ing UDP traceroute packets, we did not find this to be a major
concern because it was highly unlikely that leakage would oc-
cur on the extreme network edge. As a result, for the purposes
of consistency we used UDP traceroutes even from Scriptroute
servers where we had greater flexibility. The handling of traces
which appear to fail is described in section 3.D.

In the case that multiple IP addresses were returned for a sin-
gle hop, we arbitrarily chose the first one to represent the hop
in our trace-path. In practice we found that differing addresses
for the same hop only rarely represented a significantly differ-
ent geographic route. Another recognized caveat of traceroute
path discovery is that the tool only provides visibility at the IP
level. Therefore our approach can incorrectly label a routeas
not-leaked if it transits through a country occurs completely at
layer-two. Finally, due to rate-limits considered to be courteous
for public servers, the collection of paths from a single source
spanned 2-5 days. We, however, do not consider route drift
to be a significant concern since our study simply attempted
to gain an overall understanding of leakage from a source and
therefore did require results from within a precise window of
time. All traces presented in this paper where run during the
weeks of August 9th through August 30th 2004.

D. Geo-Location of Path Hops

Each IP address hop within a completed trace-path, along
with the source and destination addresses, was assigned a phys-
ical city and country value by the IP-to-geo-location software.
While the GeoPoint software is highly effective for identifica-
tion of end-host network locations, limitations inherent to geo-
location make estimating the location a single backbone router
difficult. For this reason, our primary method for determining
router location was a specialized IP-to-geo-location software
package from Quova that is designed specifically for determin-
ing the location of routing infrastructure.

Our secondary method to assign physical locations to routers
was to parse the DNS names of the routers. While automated
means exist to parse this data in Scriptroute, this tool doesnot
cover all of the networks we mapped during our measurements
and thus could not provide locations for routers in some AS
networks and those without DNS names . The hops which could
not be resolved by either of the two methods above were flagged
as such and assigned locations based on the value returned by
GeoPoint.

E. Validation of Traces and Geo-location

Our goal in validating paths was to accurately identify leaked
routes in an efficient manner in order to handle a large num-
ber of traces. Keeping with our approach of tolerating some
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false negatives for the sake of efficiency while going to great
lengths to eliminate false positives, we required human confir-
mation of all trace-paths containing at least one apparently leak-
ing hop. Validation consisted mainly of confirming whether IP
addresses that were not located by either of the two highly reli-
able methods above, where in fact correctly assigned locations
by GeoPoint. The existence of meaningful DNS names aided
this effort, as did the use of hop latency information when con-
sidered in light of the other already located hops in the trace-
path. While human validation of traces greatly limited the total
number of probes we could use for the study, we found it nec-
essary in order for us to achieve a high degree of confidence
in presenting result that clearly demonstrate the prevalence of
information leakage.

Only paths with at least one out of country hop were vali-
dated by a human, leaving the possibility for paths containing
a false negative when a hop left the country but was not iden-
tified as foreign by our two router specific IP-to-geo-location
methods or by GeoPoint. While this resulted in some routes not
being identified as leaking, our experience demonstrated that
false negative paths from geo-location are uncommon. This is
because mis-located core routers are most often falsely identi-
fied as being located in the home country of the infrastructure
owner, which rarely was the same country we were taking mea-
surements in. The notable exception of this fact is the United
States. Additionally, in practice, most leakage is not a single
hop, but rather several foreign hops consisting of more thanone
provider. Thus, the likelihood of all hops being falsely identi-
fied as belonging to the originating country was further reduced.

In this process we also had to deal with traces that did not
represent routable networks in the desired country. If the pre-
fixes were actually located in another nation, such traces would
have been first identified as leaking before being purged from
the data-set by the validation process. However, failed traces
that do not leave the country are errantly counted as legitimate
non-leaking paths since they are not inspected by our validation
process. This contributed to a lower overall percentage of paths
leaked for our sources, yet the impact of this effect should be
minimal because our destinations are largely routable because
of their selection from real BGP data.

F. Data Aggregation

Once all traces had been labeled as eitherleaking or non-
leaking we simply calculated and reported the percentage of
traces marked as leaking out of the final set of traces. In doing
so, we calculated the percent of routes leaked from a country,
not the amount of data leaked. Understanding the amount of
data leaked would require a notion of how much data is travers-
ing each route we identify, which is significantly more difficult.
Furthermore, it is unclear how valuable such information would
be, since the danger posed by leaked information is likely tobe
more dependant on the content of the data rather than on the
actual number of bytes transferred.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Using the methodology outlined above, we explore informa-
tion leakage within five different countries that offer diversity in

Fig. 1. Sources used within Denmark

both the economic and geographic factors that define their Inter-
net routing topologies. We chose Denmark, Mexico, Germany,
Canada, and the United States. We do not claim that these
nations are representative of all Internet architectures around
the globe, rather we selected them in the hope that their dif-
fering geo-political qualities and the resulting network infras-
tructure would offer interesting comparisons concerning infor-
mation leakage. For example, Europe is comprised of many
small and densely populated nations with strong economic ties
resulting from the EU and with relatively equivalent Internet
usage [5]. In comparison, the three North American nations,
the United States, Canada, and Mexico, are significantly larger
and less densely populated. While Internet usage in Canada is
on par with that of the United States, Mexico has achieved sig-
nificantly less Internet penetration than its northern neighbor.

A. Data Sets and Results

In this section we present the results of our measurements.
1) Denmark Data-set: Denmark has Internet usage at lev-

els equivalent to the most developed countries in the world [5],
yet its small size results in the majority of the connectivity
among providers clustering at the centralized Danish Internet
Exchange (DIX) near Copenhagen. Also of interest is the close
proximity to extremely high volume routing hubs in Frankfurt,
Amsterdam and to a lesser degree Stockholm.

The Denmark data-set includes 1,674 total routes after clean-
ing and verification, consisting of traces to all 186 identified
and validated destination prefixes of sufficient length. Thenine
unique sources presented here represent all of the sources we
were able to identify and query in Denmark.

2) Germany Data-set: In comparison to Denmark, Ger-
many is both larger, implying greater isolation, and less cen-
tralized, with clusters of high connectivity located throughout
the country. Germany also contains one of the largest traffic
hubs in Europe located in Frankfurt.

Traces from 14 servers in Germany to 426 out of 2290 poten-
tial destination networks generated a total trace count of 5,964.
The 14 sources in the data-set represent a diverse subset of the
many potential sources we identified in Germany.
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TABLE I
DENMARK SOURCES

Name Location Type Leaked
Novo Nordisk IT Copenhagen Regional 6%
Tele DK Copenhagen Regional 12%
Univ. of Copenhagen Copenhagen Educational 12%
Cybercity Copenhagen Regional 14%
Tiscali Copenhagen Multi-National 26%
Telia Copenhagen Tier-1 45%

Fig. 2. Sources used within Germany

3) Canada Data-Set: Canada has similar levels of Internet
usage as the United States [5] and represents a significantlydis-
persed population neighboring the fiber-rich United States.

The Canada data-set consists of traces from 11 sources to
335 destination networks, out of a total of 3537 prefixes of suf-
ficient size. The total trace count was 3,685 and the 11 sources
represent the surprisingly low number of Canadian sources we
were able to discover and query in an automated fashion.

4) Mexico Data-Set: Mexico is interesting due largely to the
disparity of Internet penetration it has experienced compared to
the neighboring United States [5] . Finding sources in Mexico
proved difficult, and as a result our sample is somewhat incom-
plete and heavily weighted toward academic institutions. Yet
the data collected still provides an valuable glimpse into how
Mexico’s traffic flows. We traced to 626 destinations, repre-
senting all identified and valid destination prefixes. Using5
different sources, we collected a total of 3,130 traces.

5) United States Data-Set: The United States is a unique
data-set due to its relatively high internal routing connectivity

Fig. 3. Sources used within Canada

TABLE II
GERMANY SOURCES

Name Location Type Leaked
SpaceNet Munich Regional 1%
Man DA Darmstadt Regional 3%
Velia Frankfurt Regional 4%
OSN Nuremburg Regional 5%
Trusted Unterschliessheim Regional 5%
Networks
Probe Frankfurt Regional 5%
Networks
Helios Hannover Regional 5%
Carrier66 Hamburg Regional 5%
IPB Berlin Regional 6%
Level3 Duesseldorf Tier-1 6%
IP Exchange Nuremburg Regional 6%
Telia Frankfurt Tier-1 11%
Tiscali Hamburg Multi-National 37%
France Telecom Frankfurt Tier-1 69%

TABLE III
CANADA SOURCES

Name Location Type Leaked
Magma Toronto Regional 1 %
U. Victoria Victoria Educational 2 %
TRLabs Winnipeg Educational 3 %
Citenet Montreal Regional 18 %
TeraByte Edmonton Regional 25 %
Bellnexxia Toronto Regional 28 %
U. New Fredericton Educational 37 %
Brunswick
U. Calgary Calgary Educational 40 %
Istop.com Ottawa Regional 41 %
U. Toronto Toronto Educational 59 %
Teleglobe Burnaby Tier-1 77 %

Fig. 4. Sources used within Mexico
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TABLE IV
MEXICO SOURCES

Name Location Type Leaked
U. Nacional Mexico City Educational 16%
Autonoma
UAM Mexico City Educational 17 %
U. of Guadalajara Guadalajara Educational 21 %
Telefonica Monterrey Regional 95 %

Fig. 5. Sources used within the United States

when compared to other national backbones. We utilized 22
unique vantage points, located at universities or other research
institutions hosting Scriptroute servers, allowing us to send net-
work probes at a rate signficiantly higher than permitted by
public traceroute servers. As mentioned in 3.A, the abundance
of American educational sources does not represent a lack of
source diversity because institutions use a commercial upstream
provider to reach most destinations. Despite having 22 sources
tracing to over 4,082 different destinations our methodology
identified only a handful of leaking paths. While this amounted
to 89,804 traces, the total number of prefixes of sufficient length
assigned to the US in our database was 47,776, meaning we ex-
plored less than 1 in 10 possible prefixes. The lack of discov-
ered leakage does not, of course, mean US information leakage
is certainly at such a low level, since our methodology errors on
the side of finding a lower bound. However, our data does sug-
gest that the US is not subject to anywhere near the same levels
of information leakage as the other countries we have studied.

V. D ISCUSSION OFRESULTS

Within this section we seek to use the data presented in Sec-
tion 4 to begin a discussion on the topic of national-level in-
formation leakage and to explore how the data demonstrates
underlying architectural factors contributing to the leakage of
individual routes.

A. Quantifying National Information Leakage

While the existence of routes leaving a nation in transit and
then returning is not itself surprising given the global nature of
the Internet infrastructure, there is little data showing aggregate
percantages of routes that display this characteristic forpartic-
ular countries.

TABLE V
UNITED STATES SOURCES

Name Location Type Leaked
Intel (AT&T) Seattle Tier-1 0 %
Purdue West Lafayette Educational 0 %
U. of Minnesota Minneapolis Educational 0 %
U. of Rochester Rochester Educational 0 %
Carnegie Mellon Pittsburg Educational 0 %
U. of Washington Seattle Educational 0 %
U. of Oregon Eugene Educational 0 %
MIT Cambridge Educational 0 %
Columbia New York Educational 0 %
U. of Texas Austin Educational 0 %
Cornell Ithaca Educational 0 %
UC-Berkeley Berkeley Educational 0 %
U. of Cincinnati Cincinnati Educational 0 %
Dartmouth Hanover Educational 0 %
UC-San Diego San Diego Educational 0 %
U. of Michigan Ann Arbor Educational 0 %
U. of Rochester Rochester Educational 0 %

Tables 1-5 demonstrate that the percentage of routes leaked
by sources can vary drastically, falling nearly anywhere be-
tween 0% and 100%. While significant variation exists even
within a single country, the aggregation of data from all five
countries in figure 6 demonstrates that significant national-level
trends do exist. The United States exhibits essentially no infor-
mation leakage capable of being measured by our methodol-
ogy, with only a handful of routes leaking out of almost 90,000
traces. However, information leakage in the other four countries
was more than we had anticipated. While Germany demon-
strates better control over traffic than the remainder of thecoun-
tries, even there only 65% of destinations experienced a leak-
age rate of less than 1 in 10. Yet the tail of the Germany data
converges to nearly 100% more quickly than that of Mexico,
Canada or Denmark. This demonstrates that overall Germany
has relatively strong local connectivity. The other three coun-
tries have largely similar leakage levels when variation due to
source selection is considered. These countries exhibit leakage
levels such that approximately 20% of destinations experienced
leakage of at least half of their routes. The overall connectivity
of Mexico can be contrasted with the other nations in that is has
a higher number of destination that leak all or almost all paths.

Utilizing the results we now look to explore the factors lead-
ing to a nation’s overall leakage potential as displayed in Figure
6.

Such an approach requires an examination of geo-political
considerations: not only the physical size and location of the
territory but also the economic and technological factors that
determine the overall structure and level of connectivity for net-
works within a nation. A first observation based on the data is
that the landmass of a nation or a consideration of the size of
its borders does not provide strong evidence for predictingin-
formation leakage. The United States has massive borders, but
leaks significantly less than all other countries. Additionally,
the two smaller European countries display highly contrasting
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Fig. 6. Per-Nation Cumulative Distribution for Fractions of Paths Leaked by Destinations

results, demonstrating that size is not a primary determining
factor.

Our analysis of the data clearly shows that routes cannot be
predicted based simply on geography and any predictions must
be made with a strong understanding of the network connec-
tivity existing in the region. This is a result of the fact that
Internet routing decisions are based on logical connectivity and
are made without the explicit consideration of any type of ge-
ographic data. For a router, a path showing that a destination
is one AS-hop away through an intermediate network on an-
other continent is a preferred over a path that is two AS-hops
but never leaves the building.

Our results clearly demonstrate that knowledge of the
network connectivity trumped geographic considerations for
national-level leakage, with the primary consideration being the
existence of hubs of routing connectivity. A routing hub is a
city or region that for historic or economic reasons has become
a point where tier-1 and tier-2 service providers, in addition to
regional service providers, meet to share traffic. These hubs of-
ten act as magnets for traffic because the strong concentration
of routing infrastructure from major providers and presence of
high capacity links means that traffic is often drawn to theselo-
cations for either as part of a transit hop or more often for the
purposes of peering to reach another providers network.

These major routing hubs impact information leakage in two
complementary ways. A nearby domestic hub often makes a
path less circuitous, while the presence of such hubs in a neigh-
boring country may draw traffic outside national borders in or-
der to peer. Our findings in this regard are inline with work
indicating that most path inflation occurs because of the need
of traffic to travel to and from a peering point[22]. Not all rout-
ing hubs, however, are created equal and the largest hubs can
exert influence over a wide area that includes many smaller lo-
cal hubs.

Such results are clear when analyzing the results from all
five countries. For example, Germanys overall limited amount
of information leakage can be attributed to the fact that most
paths are able to peer at Frankfurt, which provides extremely

rich connectivity. Conversely, Denmark is negatively affected
by the lack of strong inter-connectivity of major providersin
Copenhagen, leading to traffic frequently leaking to Frankfurt,
Amsterdam, Stockholm and even London to peer. Canada like-
wise shows frequent leakage to northern US hubs such as Seat-
tle, Chicago and New York City, while Mexico leaks significant
traffic to hubs in southern California, Texas and Florida. Be-
cause traffic flowing within a domain to a peering point is often
routed more precisely because of the use of an interior gateway
protocol, the geographic proximity of routing hubs is a major
consideration and can be useful in predicting where informa-
tion will leak to.

B. Leakage Potential of an Individual Network

While we are capable of understanding national trends in in-
formation leakage based on a geographic understanding of rout-
ing connectivity similar to that used in past work, we find such
an approach wholly insufficient for predicting the leakage po-
tential for an individual source or destination IP address.We
argue that the ability to make such a prediction is importantfor
two reasons. First, the need to understand information leakage
for individual critical networks will be a necessary first step for
limiting foreign access to the most important data transferred
by government or corporate entities over the Internet. Second,
understanding the details of information leakage at the level of
individual networks leads to a better understanding of whatfac-
tors, in aggregate, contribute to the national trends for leakage
and how their effects can be mitigated.

For individual sources, our data demonstrates results that
vary greatly from what would be expected based on a simple
geographic network connectivity analysis. For example, from
sources within the highly connected Frankfurt region we see
vastly different leakage potentials of 4%, 5%, 11% and 69%.
Similarly, the Toronto region includes sources as low as 1%
and as high as 29% and 59%. These results demonstrate that
relying on the nature of network connectivity within a region
can prove dangerous when predicting leakage, since a source
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within a highly connected area can still demonstrate significant
leakage due to circuitous paths.

Our analysis revealed that the peering behavior of the up-
stream service providers of both the source and destination
has the most significant impact in determining the likelihood
of a path to transit another country in route to a domestic
destination. Particularly, large tier-1 or multi-national service
providers may fail to provide strong peering connectivity in
the same nation as the source, leading to increased information
leakage.

For example, France Telecom leaks 69% of routes from
highly connected Frankfurt because it peers locally with only
a limited number of providers, connecting to many of the other
tier-1 providers via peerings largely in Amsterdam and Paris.
Similar behavior is seen in Canada as the use of an upstream
provider with significant peering and transport infrastructure in
the US often draws traffic south to foriegn routing hubs. This
exact pattern was frequently demonstrated in our data-setsas
sources within Canada hosted by tier-1 provider Cogent Com-
munications. Cogent rarely peered with sources in Canada,
preferring instead to rely on its dense inter-connectivityin
Chicago. The same logic can be applied to destinations, not-
ing that networks advertised by providers that peer primarily
in another country will often need to leak in order to reach this
peering point. Destinations hosted by MCI/UUnet where strong
examples of high leakage destinations in all countries analyzed
except the United States.

While we demonstrate significance of upstream provider
peering with only a few examples due to space considerations,
the importance of this fact was uniform across all data-setsand
allowed us to provide detailed case study explanations of the
caues of leakage potentials for each source used.

One might wonder why large highly connected service
providers tend to actually have poor local connectivity at most
Points-of-Presence (POPs). An analysis of the business inter-
ests of tier-1 and other large transit providers, however, indi-
cates that such companies have little incentive to peer withany
provider except others in the dense cor of the Internet. This
is because peering with smaller service providers providesno
gain in overall reachability and in fact undermines a transit
provider’s business model by turning potential costumers into
a profit-less peers. Additionally, since peering can be expen-
sive both in infrastructure and complexity costs, large service
providers do not peer with one another at every city in which
they both have a POP. Instead they choose to connect only in
major routing hubs, providing a likely imperceptible difference
in delay to customers but potentially transporting data across
great physical distances[12].

C. Stemming Information Leakage

The data demonstrates the existence of significant leakage
due both to geographic network connectivity and the peering
properties of the upstream providers for both the source and
destination networks. We now move on to discuss what can be
done to mitigate information leakage, both from the high-level
perspective of a nation-state and additionally on the individual
level of a single network.

1) Leakage Mitigation at a National Level: Our data con-
tains both examples of a nation leaking almost no data and na-
tions leaking significant amounts of data. It is reasonable to
consider what the latter countries could do in order to emulate
the former in hopes of reducing overall traffic exposure to for-
eign entities.

A commonality among nations with lower leakage, espe-
cially those of significant size, was the presence of upstream
providers with significant Internet backbones that peered heav-
ily in major hubs throughout the country. Such a network is the
reason of the uniformly low results within the United Statesbut
can also be attributed to the low leakage from many sources in
other countries. For example, Canadian sources such as U. of
Victoria and TRLabs, relying primarily on Shaw Communica-
tions for upstream connectivity, experience significantlylower
leakage because traffic often travels across Canada on the Shaw
backbone directly to the destination region for peering. Mex-
ico is an even more striking example of the importance of a
strong backbone. The three university sources are connected to
many other networks via a centralized national backbone, yield-
ing leakage rates of 20%. This is starkly contrasted with thetwo
other sources experiencing close to 100% leakage because they
instead choose to latch on to a service provider in the United
States.

It would be in the best interest of a nation looking to reduce
information leakage to assure that providers with strong highly
peered national backbone networks exist and reach all areasof
significance population in the country.

2) Leakage Mitigation for Individual Networks: On a
smaller scale, what can a single network location do in orderto
reduce the number of routes it leaks? As previously mentioned,
having an upstream service provider with a strongly peered do-
mestic backbone is a major benefit. However, if this is impos-
sible or prohibitively expensive, a main goal is then to avoid
the upstream provider as much as possible by peering traffic
locally. The success of this approach is most obvious on a sim-
ple network topology like Denmark, with national connectiv-
ity focused at the centralized DIX location. Novo Nordisk IT
(NNIT), the source network with significantly less leakage than
other sources within the physical DIX location benefits greatly
from 25 peering relationships with many of the other operators
at the exchange [3]. Multi-homing, also used by NNIT, is often
a beneficial method for trading traffic locally with several larger
service providers who may otherwise not peer with a smaller
source ISP for business reasons.

The consideration of a single source in Toronto provides
a highly intriguing example of the benefits of peering and
multi-homing. The Magma Communications network source
is unique in that this service provider has specifically designed
its network to avoid routes that pass through the United States
[6]. While the cited goal of this design is performance and not
security, this case gives an example of the degree of traffic con-
trol that is possible given a conscious effort on the part of the
source, even in a hostile routing environment such as Toronto.
It is of course important to point out, however, that in this work
we only measured leakage in one direction and cannot speak to
the nature of paths for return traffic.

Magma’s strategy combines multi-homing and peering, uti-
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lizing four major transit connections to MCI/UUNet, Bell-
Nexxia, Primus, and Allstream, while also peering heavily at
the Toronto and Ottawa IXs. Having multiple domestic up-
stream providers increases the chance of finding a very short
logical path across a Canadian backbone directly to the destina-
tion.

VI. M ETHODOLOGY EVALUATION

In this section we look at our original data-sets and newly
collected data to evaluate two major considerations withinour
methodology: the selection of destination networks and theuse
of a single trace-source per autonomous system.

A. Evaluating Destination Network Selection

Due to our use of public trace infrastructure and the need for
manual confirmation of leaked routes, the total number of traces
was a limiting factor in this work. Likewise, our collectionof
destinations via aggregated BGP tables and our methodologyof
only sampling destination networks hides possible missingdes-
tination networks and we would like to estimate whether tracing
to only a subset of all networks is sufficient for understanding
information leakage.

For both of these reasons an important part of evaluating this
methodology is understanding how many traces are required to
achieve an accurate picture on what percentage of routes leak.
Such an evaluation is necessary to demonstrate both that the
number of traces we collected was sufficient and to explore the
possibility of achieving results of the same quality with signifi-
cantly reduced measurements.

First, we are interested in whether our current data-sets where
large enough such that collecting additional traces from the
same sources would not have significantly altered our results.
To estimate this, we use our raw results to simulate the col-
lection of data-sets of 3/4, 1/2, 1/4, and 1/8 times the size of
the original and see whether the variation within these data-sets
implies that the leakage value for a source was converging toa
certain value. If this is the case, we can argue that additional
traces would have been unlikely to provide benefit and in fact
fewer traces may have been sufficient.

These results are displayed in tables 6-9. In these tables,
the Average Difference column displays the average difference
across all sources in that country between the original leakage
values, and the values arrived at using the modified destina-
tion selection strategy. These results suggest that a reduction of
our destination set size by 25% and even 50% does not have a
substantial impact on the rates of information leakage we see.
This suggests that a good estimation of the percentage of routes
leaked can be arrived at using significantly fewer traces than our
data-sets. We also feel that this fact largely mitigates concerns
over the potential loss of more specific destinations resulting
from limited BGP data or the selection of only a fraction of
destinations networks for actual measurement.

We also look at a method for reducing the number of traces
by leveraging the intuition that since routing paths are chosen
using attributes of the AS-Path, many traces to the same AS will
traverse nearly identical paths and are likely to exhibit the same
leakage behavior.

TABLE VI
DENMARK DIFFERENTDESTINATION SELECTION STRATEGIES

Reduction Traces Average
Method Eliminated Difference
3/4 Set 46 1.0 %
1/2 Set 93 1.6 %
1/4 Set 139 3.0 %
1/8 Set 162 3.1 %
Scaled Trace 132 1.2 %
Single Trace 132 4.6 %

TABLE VII
GERMANY DIFFERENTDESTINATION SELECTION STRATEGIES

Reduction Traces Average
Method Eliminated Difference
3/4 Set 105 0.3%
1/2 Set 210 0.6%
1/4 Set 315 1.1%
1/8 Set 367 4.1%
Scaled Single Trace 203 0.3 %
Single Trace 203 1.8%

In analyzing the potential value of a methodology using only
one probe per AS, we utilize the full data-set to simulate the
alternate method by simply choosing a single random trace
per destination AS and calculating the results. Destination AS
values are included as part of the data returned by GeoPoint.
However, such results actually represent a qualitatively differ-
ent measurement from our methodology described in Section 4.
These ”single trace” results will vary from our original data for
two reasons. First, because some autonomous systems (partic-
ularly those that are multi-homed) contained destinationswith
both leaking and non-leaking routes from a single source, ran-
domly selecting one represents a loss in data accuracy. Sec-
ondly, because an AS with many prefixes in the original data-
set is now represented by only a single endpoint, all destinations
ASs in the single probe results are weighted equally unlike in
our original results.

To isolate these two causes of information loss, we present
a second set of scaled single probe results that restores the
weights present in the original data-set. As a result, the differ-
ence between these scaled values and the original data results
will be due solely to the accuracy loss describe above. Again,
the results are again present in tables 6-9.

The extremely low variation seen in the scaled results im-
plies that there is significant promise in a trace-reductiontech-
nique that sends one probe per AS and then scales its results
to estimate multiple probes to different destinations within that
autonomous system.

B. Multiple Vantage Points per AS

We also ran further trace experiments to learn whether an
additional source within the same autonomous system brings
any benefit as a vantage point. This is useful for understanding
whether a single source in our methodology is able to speak for
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TABLE VIII
CANADA DIFFERENTDESTINATION SELECTION STRATEGIES

Reduction Traces Average
Method Eliminated Difference
3/4 Set 82 0.7%
1/2 Set 165 1.7%
1/4 Set 247 2.0%
1/8 Set 289 5.0%
Scaled Single Trace 221 2.2%
Single Trace 221 5.1%

TABLE IX
MEXICO DIFFERENTDESTINATION SELECTION STRATEGIES

Reduction Traces Average
Method Eliminated Difference
3/4 Set 166 0.8 %
1/2 Set 332 0.8 %
1/4 Set 464 2.1 %
1/8 Set 542 2.6 %
Scaled Single Trace 554 1.4 %
Single Trace 554 10.2 %

all sources within the autonomous system. For small ASs that
peer and reach their upstream provider only in a single location,
this point is essentially moot. However, the answer in the case
of larger networks with multiple exit points is less clear. Even if
the source AS choses a uniform next-hop AS when selecting a
particular route, it is possible that one location for peering with
this next-hop AS causes leakage and another does not. Our ex-
periment looks at two major providers within Germany, Tiscali
and Telia, and the Teleglobe network in Canada to provide an
intuition on this topic. The results are shown in table 10.

In the case of the Telia source in Dusseldorf, almost all traffic
that does not peer locally is sent directly to Frankfurt, leading to
essentially identical measurements of information leakage be-
tween the two sources. Tiscali demonstrates a significantlydif-
ferent case. While additional network probes indicate thatthe
Tiscali router is connected to Franfurt via a single intermediate
hop at Dusseldorf, traces to the same destinations that peerlo-
cally for the Frankfurt source are often sent to Amsterdam inthe
case of the Hamburg source. Such behavior is potentially dueto
the use of traffic engineering either because of link capacity or

TABLE X
LEAKAGE FROM MULTIPLE SOURCES WITHIN THE SAMEAS AND

COUNTRY

Provider Location Paths Leaked
Telia Frankfurt, DE 11%

Dusseldorf, DE 11%
Tiscali Hamburg, DE 37%

Frankfurt, DE 4%
Teleglobe Montreal, CA 64%

Burnaby, CA 77%

an attempt to decrease the overall distance to the peering point.
The Canadian Teleglobe sources show a significant but not ex-
pansive gap in leakage. Unlike the German sources, the two
Teleglobe locations are separated by a significant physicaldis-
tance and by our investigation are in fact not even connectedby
a Teleglobe backbone link through Canada. Because fewer des-
tination networks are directly available for peering in Burnaby
than in Montreal, the Burnaby source sees higher leakage.

VII. R ELATED WORK

Numerous research efforts have sought to understand the log-
ical connectivity of the Internet using hop-limited probesor
traceroutes [16], [20], [21], [1], [11], [8]. Rocketfuel isdis-
tinguished in this area for leveraging BGP information from
RouterViews to optimize destination selection thus limiting the
necessary number of traces while still creating highly detailed
maps. Rocketfuel is also the first mapping project to make
wide use of the PlanetLab infrastructure. Our work builds on
the work done by Spring et al. by using Scriptroute, devel-
oped by the Rocketfuel team, for traces and selecting destina-
tion addresses from advertised BGP prefixes. Unlike effortsin
Internet mapping, our work does not focus on logical connec-
tivity but rather explores properties of routes mapped ontothe
geo-political world. While logical connectivity is important for
understanding inter-domain routing between two points, itdoes
not provide sufficient information to determine who has access
to traffic on the network.

[22] and [9] study the causes of route inflation on the Internet
from a logical perspective. Both studies found that peeringpol-
icy has a significant influence on logical Internet path lengths.
Similarly, our measurements suggest that the probability aroute
will be leaked is strongly affected by the peering agreements of
the top level provider for the source or destination.

The work most closely resembling our own is that of Sub-
ramanian et al. [13] in which they study the geographic prop-
erties of routing. This work asserts that geographic properties
are an interesting means for analyzing routes and their charac-
teristics. In particular, they find that the circuitousnessof Inter-
net routes depends on the source network’s geographic location
and may be impacted by its connectivity provider. Conclusions
were drawn from measurements taken from 17 hosts, all within
the United States. The work explores circuitousness but it does
so purely geographically and not in the context of access to
traffic by differing political entities. We believe our workis a
natural extension to the work of Subramanian et al. We general-
ize the approach to work for any target country given availabil-
ity of public traceroute servers and introduce a methodology
for determining appropriate destinations to trace. Our analy-
sis looks specifically at the issue of information leakage, while
Subramanian et al. focus on general path circuitousness, com-
paring the actual distance traveled by a path between two end-
host to the point-to-point distance between them. Furthermore,
our analysis focuses heavily on the underlying causes of cir-
cuitous routes, going into significant detail while considering
both geographic network location but also the peering behavior
of upstream providers.
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VIII. F UTURE WORK

The introductory nature of this work opens the door for sig-
nificant future exploration in the areas of methodology innova-
tion, additional data-collection, and improved analysis.

Beyond the methodology improvements pointed to as a result
of analysis in 6.A and 6.B, many possibilities exist for creating
better measurements. Our current methodology used an ad hoc
method for choosing sources, merely attempting to have a va-
riety of network types and geographic locations represented. A
systematic approach to acquiring sources could provide a more
accurate picture of the percentage of routes leaked by a country.

Using BGP connectivity information to identify routes likely
to leak may also holds potential as an area for further study.
We used such a strategy informally while looking for paths that
leaked from the United States and found it promising. For ex-
ample, after identifying Peer1 Networks as a provider of one
leaked path through Canada, we analyzed BGP tables to find
other US prefixes for which Peer1 appeared in the AS-Path.
The presence of this AS in the path for a prefix implied that
Peer1 might also offer that network transit through Canada.

Additionally, our methodology takes a high-level approach,
attempting to assess information leakage for an entire nation.
From an assurance point of view, one may be more interested in
understanding the leakage associated with a particular network.
This would include not only the flow of information generated
by the network, but also traffic flowing to the network and how
these patterns change over time.

The scope of data collection is another area upon which fu-
ture work can improve. We look at two well-developed portions
of the world where we could easily acquire public trace sources.
The vastly different geography and intriguing politics of Asia
suggests considerable potential for further exploration.Locat-
ing sources in more remote corners of the world would give
insight into whether the understanding of geo-routing dynam-
ics presented in this paper is consistent world-wide or limited
to the regions studied.

Analysis capabilities also show significant potential for
growth, particularly as they relate to the ability to overcome
the fundamental problem of limited vantage points. An unan-
swered question is whether there can be an effective and auto-
mated mechanism for gauging the likely leaking behavior of a
source without actually having the ability to send packets from
that source. For example, to what degree is the rate of leaked
probes to a destination linked to that destination’s ability to
function as a non-leaking source of information? Multi-homing
and other factors contributing to AS-path asymmetry compli-
cate this issue significantly. Another approach could attempt to
infer the peering behavior of an AS and its providers based on
routing policy, allowing static analysis to infer the likelihood
of information leakage. Unlike BGP, routing policy specified
in router arbiter databases contains records of the peeringbe-
havior of stub ASs which is critical to predicting the flow of
information.

Lastly, an important yet unanswered question is - What are
the likely future trends for information leakage? Will the pre-
centage of routes leaked increase as networks grow or will in-
creasing connectivity converge on direct paths from all sources
to destinations? We believe that insights in this area will help

determine if there is a growing threat that will require atten-
tion in the future, or if information leakage is an artifact with
diminishing relevance.

IX. CONCLUSION

The amount of Internet traffic leaked outside of a locale’s
border during its internal communications provides an indica-
tion of third party access to that data. Understanding this can
be a crucial component of determining the threat environment
of a nation’s cyber-infrastructure. In this paper we present a
methodology and preliminary results from our efforts to ex-
plore this problem. Our approach involves using Scriptroute
and other publicly accessible traceroute servers in a target coun-
try to make traces to a set of destinations within the same coun-
try. Routes are then post-processed in aggregate to estimate the
percent that are leaked.

We present measurements of over 100,000 traces taken over
a two month period from sources in Mexico, the United States,
Canada, Germany and Denmark. Our results indicate that most
countries experience significant leakage, and that the probabil-
ity of leaking is strongly linked to the peering behavior of the
source and destination’s upstream provider, rather than simply
thier particular geographic locations. We conclude that explor-
ing “where in the world” traffic flows rather than just its logical
path is a compelling approach for determining who has access
to Internet traffic between a source and destination and warrants
further investigation.
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